Trumpet parts diagram

Chris Guide. As a beginner trumpet player it can be difficult and complicated to know which
parts of the trumpets are which, what they do, and how you need to maintain them in order to
keep your trumpet in the best condition possible. This article aims to help beginner trumpeters
to better understand their trumpet, and the maintenance that is needed to keep it working and
producing the best sound. We hope that we have helped you to look after your trumpet and
trumpet parts in the best way. The mouthpiece is a removable part that is placed onto your lips
to create the sound. There are many different versions, brands, and options when buying a new
mouthpiece, and many will advertise that they can make playing the trumpet much easier.
However, the best way to improve your playing is simply to keep practicing. The leadpipe is the
trumpet part that you attach your mouthpiece to. This section needs to be cleaned regularly
because of the saliva that will deposit there, which can eventually lead to rusting and even
mould development if not cared for properly. These are the buttons that you use in order to play
different notes and keys. There are three buttons to each trumpet, and are played by the index
finger, middle finger and ring ringer. The little finger hook is a small hook on the leadpipe to
help you support the trumpet throughout playing. This makes for a more comfortable playing,
and allows you to play one handed if necessary. The water key is a simple valve or tap,
depending on your instrument, and this allows any build up fluid and saliva to drain out of the
instrument. The water key should be removed after each play and regularly cleaned to keep the
trumpet in working order. This should be regularly greased and maintained for proper trumpet
upkeep, allowing you to change the tuning whenever you need to. The valves are the parts
underneath the finger buttons, and they help to direct the airflow through the instrument. They
are protected by tubes, which also help direct the airflow, and they are a key part in changing
the pitch during play. This part allows you to adjust the inflection of your instrument when
pressing on the first finger button for a more expressive play. The third valve slide allows
players to change the inflection of the instrument when the third valve is pressed. This allows
you to reach the lower notes without creating a sharp or flat sound. These caps catch any
excess moisture and oils from playing or cleaning your trumpet. They are easily removed for
cleaning, and should be regularly cleaned out for proper maintenance to keep your trumpet in
working order. Cleaning out your trumpet is an important part of trumpet playing and is a basic
routine that you should do regularly in order to keep your trumpet in the best working order
possible, and keep it producing the best sound. To properly clean your trumpet you will need
several tools and products in order to help you. We hope that this article about trumpet parts
has helped to break down and explain each part of the trumpet and helped you to better
understand the cleaning processes so that your trumpet lasts as long as possible and keeps
producing the best sound. Playing an instrument is great fun, and the trumpet is a great option
to pick. Every musician needs to know how to take proper care of his or her instrument, and we
aim to help. Happy playing! If you buy a product through an affiliate link, we will get a small
commission without extra cost to you. This helps us earn an income off the free content we
provide to you. Thank you for your support! Trumpet Parts An Illustrated Guide Chris Guide As
a beginner trumpet player it can be difficult and complicated to know which parts of the
trumpets are which, what they do, and how you need to maintain them in order to keep your
trumpet in the best condition possible. Table of Contents. Image source: molevalleymusic.
Image: trumpetstudio. Image: najoom. Image: musiciansfriend. Image: voigt-brass. Image:
session. Image: justflutes. Image: finesartamerica. Image source: Mouthpieceexpress. My First
Trumpet: Rent or Buy? What Are the Different Types of Trumpets? This article lists trumpet part
names, shows which names refer to which parts, and provides a description of each part of the
trumpet. Here are the most basic parts of a trumpet:. Read on to learn all about the parts of a
trumpet. The Trumpet amplifies and refines that sound. The Valves are pushed down and let up
by the middle 3 fingers of the right hand and are numbered 1, 2 and 3 starting at the mouthpiece
end. Each combination of up and down valves makes a different group of notes available to the
player. The Bell is the flared out wide end of the Trumpet that makes it sound louder and better.
The bell gives the Trumpet its distinctive tone and even the smallest variation in size, thickness,
alloy, flare, bracing, finish etc. This photo is labelled to show where the separate parts of the
trumpet are located:. The three valves are used to lengthen the effective length if the
instrument. Think of the Trumpet as a Bugle. A Bugle is only able to play a handful of different
notes. What the valves do is enable the player to access those notes and the ones of Bugles
that are a little longer, a little more longer etc etc. There are 7 different lengths that the valves
enable. Close inspection will show you that the extra tubing attached to each valve is a different
length. They just push down the valves that their teacher tells them to push, blow hard and
hope for the best. Virtually all Trumpets have a ring or trigger attached to the third valve slide.
Intermediate and Professional Trumpets will have a similar ring, saddle or trigger on the first
valve slide for the same reason. The leadpipe is firmly attached to the valve cluster and bell but

the next part of the tubing is free to move. It allows the player to get rid of condensation
droplets that collect on the inside of the tubing. This condensation is the result of warm, moist
air from the player hitting the relatively cool brass tube. To get this stuff out just hold the lever
open and blow gently. If you needed the ring on the 3rd valve slide to be labelled as the 3rd
Valve Slide Ring etc. Trumpets are made mostly of Brass. It will bend nicely into a trumpet if you
know how to do that. It will also bend nicely into the shape of anything you drop on it or
anything you drop it onto. The mouthpiece is cut out of a block of brass then plated â€” usually
with silver. The rest of the horn is made mostly of brass but there is some fancy stuff like Monel
in the valves. The Valve cluster is brazed or baked in a kind of kiln and everything else gets
soldered onto it. The Bell is shaped from a sheet of brass. All of this stuff is delicate and easily
damaged. Most Trumpets are polished really well in the factory then sprayed with a clear,
durable finish. There are even some that go from the silver plate vat into the gold plate vat. The
Bach video here says there are over bits and pieces put together in steps. I took apart a valve
on another post just for fun. This version, however, has been edited for Band teachers. Some of
the These are the things that I see and hear in schools all of the time and most of them are easy
to fix if you Skip to content This article lists trumpet part names, shows which names refer to
which parts, and provides a description of each part of the trumpet. The Real list of Trumpet
parts: would be way too long and tedious to tackle here. Jim is an orchestral Trumpet player
and retired high school Music teacher. Continue Reading. Trumpets come in different types.
There are piccolo trumpets that offer higher register, and there are bass trumpets that come
with a lower range of registry. The trumpet, of course, has a long history, dating back to BC.
During ancient times, armies frequently used it in battle. Hunters also used it in hunting. The
modern trumpet, however, first emerged in the 15th century with the addition of specialized
parts. It was only in the s when the valves were added. With the addition of valves, the length of
trumpets was greatly diminished. You can see the present-day trumpets in orchestras, rock
bands, jazz ensembles, and many other forms of music. These contemporary trumpets come
with many parts. And if you are just beginning to learn how to play the trumpet, it would be
good to know its different parts. Here are the essential parts of a contemporary trumpet:. The
trumpet has the mouthpiece on which sits the mouth of the trumpeter. It is located at one end of
the trumpet and comes in different made and sizes. You can remove it, and you can replace it.
The mouthpiece, of course, is a crucial part of the trumpet. Different mouthpieces can create
different effects. Hence, many professional trumpet players usually have a collection of different
mouthpieces in their arsenal. The trumpet player creates sound by buzzing the mouthpiece. The
vibration created by buzzing through the mouthpiece produces a standing wave that creates the
unique sound of the trumpet. The mouthpiece needs regular maintenance. As such, it should be
cleaned before and after use. You should also engage in deep cleaning of the mouthpiece once
a month to ensure its longevity and safety of use. The leadpipe comes after the mouthpiece
receiver, and this leadpipe connects the trumpet to the mouthpiece. Fused at the end of the
leadpipe is the mouthpiece receiver, which is a small cylinder made of metal. When you remove
the mouthpiece to clean it, you will see the mouthpiece receiver. You should be very careful
when reattaching the mouthpiece to the receiver. You should not apply much pressure.
Otherwise, the mouthpiece may damage the mouthpiece receiver. It may also get stuck to the
mouthpiece receiver. In such a case, you should bring it to a trumpet repair shop. As you
peruse the body of the trumpet, you will see a tube that leads to the tuning slide from the
mouthpiece. To its one end is connected the mouthpiece receiver to which the mouthpiece is
attached. You must regularly clean the leadpipe to prevent a buildup of gunk and dirt. This
buildup can affect the distinctive quality of the sound produced by the trumpet. The top valve
cap keeps the valve screwed to the trumpet. It also holds the valve in place as you play the
trumpet. You will sometimes find the valve cap difficult to screw down; it may be because of the
improper orientation of the valve. Hence, you should be very careful about screwing the valve.
Spin the valve slowly in the casing to get it into the right groove. The valve should be pushing
all the way down before you screw the valve cap again. The valves allow you to alter the pitch of
the sound that the trumpet produces. As you buzz the mouthpiece, the air moves inside the
leadpipe and across the body of the trumpet. The passage through which the air moves is
predetermined. The trumpet comes with three valves. The closest to the trumpet player is the
first valve, and the farthest is the third valve. Hence, you should be meticulous in aligning them
after you have detached them for cleaning or oiling. Yet, if they are not pushed down, they only
play the basic overtone series. Thus, without the valves, the trumpet can only play several
notes. The valve can change the note or pitch by redirecting air through additional tubing, and
thus, extending the length of the trumpet. You can either push down a single valve or a
combination of valves to produce a range of pitches. As moving parts of the trumpet, the valves
need to be maintained. You need to oil them to keep them smoothly moving. Make sure that the

orientations of the valves are correct when attaching them back. The first valve is the small
slide attached to the first valve. Once you press the first valve, you route the air through the
extra tube. This lowers the pitch of the trumpet by a whole step. Your left thumb usually
attaches to a trigger or ring while you slide the first valve. If you would look closely at a trumpet,
you will see a little slide that is attached to the second valve. This slide is very small; it only lets
you adjust it a bit. This is the second valve slide. When you push it down, it lowers the pitch by
a halftone. The third slide is the longer slide and is attached to the third valve. It features a pinky
ring on its top that is adjustable. You will often adjust this slide to keep in tune with the notes.
Moving this slide, of course, is crucial to hitting varied notes. You can pull in or push the tuning
slide if you want to alter the overall tuning of the trumpet. If you pull it out, you lower the pitch.
Thus, this turning slide is so important. You need to grease this slide once a month, as
recommended by experts. If you do this, you can prevent the slide from getting stuck. Once it
gets stuck, it will no longer function. Thus, you need to engage in regular maintenance and
greasing of this slide to keep it in topmost condition. Moreover, with proper maintenance, you
can avoid the more expensive acid bath and repair. The trumpet is like a steam engine. It has
valve pistons. The valve pistons change the path of air inside the trumpet. There are three
pistons corresponding to the three valves. The first piston is part of the first valve and is closest
to the mouthpiece while the third piston is farthest to the mouthpiece and closest to the bell.
Just like the slides, the valves need to be regularly oiled twice a week. This will help you prevent
early wear of the instrument. It will also help flush out debris. The oil likewise fills any gaps,
which, in turn, lessens air leakage. Made of metal cylinders, the valve pistons come with small
and large bored holes and finger pieces on every end. The hollow cylinders allow for the
mounting of the pistons. The valve pistons produce a range of tones once they are moved down
and up inside the valve casings. Using different fingering combinations as well as applying
varying levels of air pressure, the trumpeter can create a full range of notes and tones. The main
purpose of the pistons is for rerouting the airflow inside the trumpet. Each piston creates a
unique effect on the overall tone of the trumpet. Each piston has its specific casing likewise.
Hence, you should ensure that, after cleaning, you replace every piston in its designated casing.
Moreover, you should realign each piston every after maintenance or cleaning. The pistons, as
mentioned earlier, are placed inside the cylinders. The first valve casing, of course, is nearest
the mouthpiece, while the third valve casing is nearest the bell. The valve pistons are held by
these cylinders. The pistons move down and up inside the valve casings to produce different
tones. The trumpet player does this by employing various fingering combinations and applying
different levels of air pressure. The bell is the ultimate part of the trumpet that processes sound.
It is also the most obvious part of the trumpet. It is made of gleaming metal, in and out. Most
bell has the logo of the manufacturer on it. The sound of the trumpet comes out of the bell. You
can find the bell at the other end of the trumpet. The bell is like a speaker that broadcasts the
sound of the trumpet. The bell is commonly made of brass. It is also generally coated in silver
or gold. Silver-coating produces brighter sound while the gold-coated bell produces mellow
sound. The sound of the trumpet is usually commensurate to the size of its flare. Smaller flare
produces sharper sound while larger flare gives off a mellower sound. To clean and polish the
bell, you need to use a soft cloth. You should avoid touching the bell nor putting the trumpet
down with the bell on the ground because this may put the bell at risk of being scratched. The
finger rings or hooks are made of durable metal, located on top of the trumpet. The finger hook
lets you hold the trumpet in one hand while using your other hand for fingering. With the finger
hooks at hand, you can play the trumpet with just one hand. You can use the other hand to turn
pages or play another instrument or even signal other players. The trumpet is usually equipped
with 3 finger rings. Each ring comes with a specific purpose and varies a bit from the other ring.
The finger ring, for example, may not be specifically involved in producing music. Yet, it allows
the player to play the trumpet using one hand. When you play the trumpet, you usually use the
index and middle finger and the ring finger. Yet, the pinky is generally on standby or just
hanging out. So, if you position your pinky over the pinky ring, you get the right angle or
position to enable your hand to press the valves quickly. This also helps you avoid having a
painful finger due to your pinky curling under. The first valve ring is positioned right over the
first valve slide. You should position your left-hand thumb through this ring. You do not put
your left-hand thumb on the first valve ring just for comfort. You do it for better tuning of the
first valve slide. The first valve, of course, is out of tune without some manipulation from the
player. So, you need to push out the first valve using the first valve ring to achieve a better tune.
Yet, you can adjust this ring to fit the size of your hand. As you hold the trumpet in position, you
would find the correct spot for this ring. You should not attempt to fit your little finger snugly
into this ring. Just let it find its right position. Then, adjust the ring to perfectly match the
natural position of your pinky. The third valve ring helps you fine-tune the third valve when you

play the trumpet. Of course, the third valve will not be in tune when you play the trumpet. Yet,
you can use this third valve ring to adjust the tune of the third valve until you get the right pitch.
The trumpet, as a musical instrument has a long history dating back to BC. Its evolution,
however, is gradual until it reaches its present-day form. Its different parts are designed to help
in producing a full range of tones. If you will specialize in playing trumpet, it behooves you to
memorize the essential parts of the trumpet. You should also learn how to manipulate these
essential parts to produce the exquisite sound of the trumpet and to create the different effects
and notes with much ease and fluidity. Knowing the different parts of the trumpet will also help
you zero in on the right trumpet for your personal use. With this knowledge, you could buy the
necessary parts that need replacement. You would also know the different replaceable parts.
This knowledge will help you tinker with your new trumpet and engage in regular maintenance. I
have an old FA Reynolds trumpet. Your email address will not be published. Save my name,
email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Related Posts:. Best Trumpet
Mouthpiece Size for Beginners. Trumpet Accessories List. How To Clean Trumpet Mouthpiece.
How Does a Trumpet Work? Comments I have an old FA Reynolds trumpet. Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your
browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this
website. If you know how to make a beautiful sound on a trumpet, then you might already know
all the parts and pieces of a modern trumpet listed below. Combined into one, the trumpet
produces a sound that is like no other instrument in the orchestra. To be the best you can be at
your trumpet playing, you should know all the common names of the parts of the trumpet and
what function they perform. You should also know how individual trumpet parts can be
removed and replaced, how trumpet parts should be serviced and maintained and what to do if
you think a part of your trumpet is damaged or broken. Let's learn about about the anatomy of a
typical trumpet from end to end. If you'd like to jump ahead, use the anatomy chart above to
click a part you'd like to read about first. The bell is the final step of the process the trumpet
uses to produce its tone, but it is usually the first thing to be noticed. It is the most visible and
eye catching part of the trumpet, with a vast area of gleaming metal inside and out that reflects
every light around it. You'll usually find the manufacturer's logo lightly etched into the bell. The
bell has a unique profile that amplifies and shapes the sound of the instrument. Bells come in a
wide variety of flares, or sizes, which make the sound of the horn less sharp as they get larger.
Also important to the tone of the trumpet are the materials used to make the bell and other
parts. Brass trumpets plated with gold have a rounded tone while brass trumpets plated with
silver tend to sound brassier. The bell can be lightly polished with a soft cloth to remove
fingerprints. Never put the trumpet down on the ground balanced on the end of the bell, which
will quickly scratch the bell visibly. It also risks the trumpet being knocked over accidentally
and damaged. Avoid touching the bell with bare hands and clean it immediately if you notice
any dirt or fingerprints. Oil and moisture from your hands can break down the finish of the
trumpet over time if not removed promptly. Click to return to anatomy chart. The finger hook is
a sturdy metal hook on the top of the trumpet that allows the player to hold the instrument
firmly in one hand while still allowing fingering to occur. Using the trumpet finger hook, the
horn can be played completely with just one hand. The other hand is available when needed to
turn pages of music, signal other players or even play another instrument. The leadpipe is a
metal tube that extends all the way from the mouthpiece to the main tuning slide. Be careful
when handling your trumpet to be sure accidental bumps don't create dents in the leadpipe.
Even a small change to the air flow can radically change or destroy the trumpet's pure tone. The
mouthpiece is a small metal device with a cup on one side that opens into a small tube, similar
to a funnel. A player can choose from a variety of mouthpiece sizes and materials to customize
the size and feel to their own playing style. Many mouthpieces are made from brass. The
mouthpiece directs a precise flow of air from the player into the trumpet. To produce a sound,
the player creates a buzzing effect with the lips. The mouthpiece is removable from the trumpet
and is typically cleaned lightly after every use and stored separately from the trumpet. Look at
your mouthpiece closely, especially if it has been accidentally dropped, to be sure that it hasn't
developed any marks or nicks that could hurt your lips if played. The mouthpiece receiver is a
small metal cylinder fused to the end of the leadpipe that connects the mouthpiece to the
trumpet. The mouthpiece, which is removable, is gently pressed into the leadpipe before playing
and taken out for cleaning and storage after playing. Be sure not to apply too much pressure
when placing the mouthpiece into the trumpet mouthpiece receiver, as the mouthpiece could
get stuck or damage the mouthpiece receiver. If your mouthpiece gets stuck, do not try to
remove it yourself. Take the trumpet in for repair. The tuning slide, which is the largest slide on
the trumpet, is a c-shaped metal tube that can slide in and out to finely adjust the tuning of the
instrument. The further out the slide is placed, the lower the tone the trumpet will produce. The

tuning slide also typically has a small water key on the end for the player to blow excess
moisture out of the trumpet. There are three cylindrical valve casings on a trumpet, positioned
in the center of the instrument. The first valve casing is nearest to the player when the trumpet
is held in playing position, the second is in the center and the third is farthest away. These
cylinders hold the valve pistons, which move up and down in the valve casings to produce a full
range of tones on the trumpet using different combinations of fingerings and varying amounts
of air pressure from the player. Each piston is unique to its casing, so be sure that they are each
replaced in the proper casing and realigned inside properly if they are removed for cleaning or
service. To keep the valve pistons moving properly in the casings, remember to lubricate each
casing lightly occasionally with a few drops of valve piston oil. Without the oil, the pistons can
scratch the inside of the casing and damage the playability of the trumpet. The valve pistons are
thin metal cylinders with holes both large and small bored through and small fingerpieces on
the end. The pistons are mounted into hollow cylinders called valve casings in the center of the
trumpet. They are known as the first valve piston, second valve piston and third valve piston,
with the first being closest to the player when the trumpet is held in playing position. The valve
pistons move up and down in the valve casings to produce a full range of tones on the trumpet
using different combinations of fingerings and varying amounts of air pressure from the player.
When the player depresses a piston, the holes move and reroute the flow of air in circuits that
are larger or smaller depending on the fingering. The longer the route of air, the lower the tone
generally will be. The first trumpet piston acts to lower the tone of the instrument by a half step,
while the second lowers the tone a full step. The third lowers the tone by a minor third. There
are three valve slides on the trumpet, the first valve slide, second valve slide and third valve
slide. Each is placed at a precise point in the flow of air inside the instrument to allow the
trumpeter to change pitch by depressing pistons while playing or make micro-adjustments to
the tuning of the trumpet by moving the slides in and out. The slides are fitted tightly so they
hold their position by themselves but can still be moved in and out with a small effort. The valve
slides should be removed and cleaned periodically and lubricant reapplied. If the valves become
stuck, do not attempt to force them loose. Take the trumpet to a technician for service. The
water key is a small metal lever usually found on the trumpet's main tuning slide that can be
pressed to open a small hole in the slide and allow moisture to escape. During a playing
session, it is common for small amounts of moisture to collect in the slide. This water can be
removed quickly by pressing the water key and blowing sharply into the mouthpiece. The water
key has a small felt disc on the end that helps to seal the hole when the water key is closed.
Take a look at the disc on occasion to make sure it is clean and providing a good seal. You
don't want dirt or mold to collect anywhere on your trumpet. If the disc appears to need
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Reserved. When it comes to replacing parts of your trumpet, basically every single part of it can
be replaced. Here we are going to stick to the basic replacement parts like small valve parts. If
you need something bigger like the leadpipe replaced, you should take it to a repair shop and
have a professional look at it. Unless you are an expert at welding, do not buy large parts online
to do replacements on your own. Have you ever taken your trumpet valves apart? Well, if you
do, it will look like this. With the exception of the piston itself, all the smaller parts can be easily
replaced if necessary. All of the parts pictured here go inside the valve case. Here the parts top
to bottom:. The stopper is a small screw attached to a rod that stops the third slide valve from
sliding off the trumpet. In Bach trumpets there are two of them, while Yamaha horns use a
single one that looks a little different. These often fall off but luckily can be easily replace with a
quick online search. These mute corks are not for the trumpet but are still replaced very often,
which is why they are listed here. These corks keep a mute snug in the bell, but sometimes fall
off from wear and tear. Always be careful when using super glue! Note that harmon mutes do
not use this type of cork. Harmon corks are flat, wide, and wrap around the entire edge of the
mute. The third slide ring is sometimes removable, like this one. These are water key corks and
there to prevent leaking from the main tuning slide. Some corks are self-adhesive which is very
useful and easy to replace. Others will need super glue or heated glue, which you should be
very careful using. Be sure to have an adult present to help you. Finally, your trumpet may have
an amado key, a push button style water key and will not need water key corks. FREE warm-up
for beginner trumpet players available on the home page with every newsletter sign-up! The
trumpet valve. Here the parts top to bottom: Finger button â€” The valve cap looks a little
different for each company and if you need to replace yours just make sure they match and fit
your trumpet. A lot people lose these but they are easy to find and you can sometimes find them
in cool colors. Some trumpet brands have a strong black rubber instead of a felt. These can also
be easily replaced, found almost anywhere online and even in music stores. I remember having
red and green ones when I was young. Top valve cap â€” These are pretty straight forward to
replace. Simply look for the brand of trumpet you have and either call the company or look up
parts online. Easy peasy. Stem felt â€” This little felt provides a cushion between the top valve
cap and the bottom of the stem. Without it there would be a loud clunking noise every time the
valve comes back up. These are cheap and easy to find as well. To replace the stem look for the
same brand that you have now and carefully pull the valve apart to insert the new stem. These
rarely need replacement. The spring â€” Obviously, there would be no spring action without the
spring! Trumpet springs come from many different makers and some claim to be faster than
others. Just try a few and see! Valve guide â€” The guide does just that, it guides the valve. You
can often fix this by simply turning the valve until you clear a click, but I always recommend
pulling the valve out and looking in the casing to see which way the guide should go. This way,
you avoid turning the piston side to side and potentially scratching the valve or the casing. The
valve â€” Finally, the most important part of the trumpet valve, the piston. If you need to replace
the piston or do any work to it, take it to a shop and have a pro look at it for you. Without proper
care, the piston can lose its ability to slide and it can sometimes be very expensive to fix. For
trumpet care tips visit the maintenance page. Other parts commonly replaced The stopper is a
small screw attached to a rod that stops the third slide valve from sliding off the trumpet. Estela
Aragon All Rights Reserved. But when you look at a trumpet parts diagram like the one below,
you may wonder what all those parts are for. Beyond just reading the trumpet parts names,
each part serves its own interesting purpose to creating the magic sound of the instrument.
Read on to find out about what are the parts of a trumpet and their importance based on my
own experience in teaching and playing the instrument for over 20 years. This is also useful
information when dealing with your trumpet care and maintenance. All the trumpet parts and
functions are vital, but this is actually the most important part of the trumpet. Without the
mouthpiece, the trumpet is basically a fancy, empty metal tube. To create sound, vibration must
be present. Vibration creates sound waves which, in turn, vibrate the air molecules and travel to
your ears as sound. For brass instruments, such as the trumpet, the vibration occurs when you
buzz your lips. The mouthpiece offers resistance to help with buzzing. In general, the larger the
cup of the mouthpiece, the more sound you can produce. For a more in-depth guide on trumpet
mouthpieces, check out this article. When choosing a mouthpiece, take care not to accidentally
get a cornet mouthpiece. The rest of the trumpet is just a fancy sound manipulator and
amplifier. The following video gives some good hints and tips for buzzing on your mouthpiece
and how it can improve your playing. Many top-level players spend a considerable amount of
their practice time on buzzing because it allows them to isolate some of the most important
aspects of sound production. The mouthpiece receiver is where the mouthpiece is inserted into
the instrument proper. A dented mouthpiece receiver makes it difficult or impossible to use a
mouthpiece which makes the trumpet useless. Take it to your local music store, and they have

special techniques to repair the part without damaging the rest of the horn. Keep in mind,
though, once damaged the metal can never go back as perfectly as it once was. The lead pipe is
a key part of the trumpet. Due to its location near your mouth and where your hands hold, this
part of the trumpet is most vulnerable to damage from sweat on the outside and saliva buildup
on the inside. Because of this, many trumpet manufacturers make the lead pipe out of brass
with more copper in it. The addition of copper or red brass makes the metal more resistant to
damage and buildup. If the lead pipe gets blocked or worn, it results in an overall weaker sound.
Regular baths and polish can prevent damage, but getting a trumpet with specialized brass at
this part is a wise choice. The valves or buttons as many call them are how the trumpet changes
notes. This means the trumpet can actually only play a few notes. When the player pushed
down a valve or valves, the air is redirected through extra tubing to make the trumpet longer.
The longer the tubing, the lower the notes. In this way, you can change the fundamental series
of notes and play different pitches. The valves are used singly and in combination with one
another to gain access to all 12 pitches over many octaves or ranges. Here is a quick guide for
what each valve does:. The valves often need to be oiled to keep them moving smoothly. The
correct way to do so involves unscrewing the top valve cap see next , pulling out the valve, and
adding drops around the outside of the valve itself. When putting the valve back in, make sure
you line up the holes of the valve properly. Most trumpet models come with a guide or little
plastic tab that fits into a groove on the valve casing. This ensures you put the valve back in
with the correct orientation. The top valve cap is the part of the valves that screw onto the
trumpet. These parts keep the valve in place while you play. Slowly spin the valve in the casing
until you feel the guide catch in the groove. Test the valve pushes all the way down before you
try to screw the valve cap on again. The finger rings are often one of the most forgotten parts of
the trumpet, but, actually, their proper use can mean the difference between amateur and
professional level playing. In addition, using them incorrectly can result in pain to your hands
and fingers over time. Each one has a different purpose and is used slightly differently from the
other. Pinky Ring â€” The pinky ring sits on top of the trumpet. As the pointer, middle, and ring
fingers on your right hand use the valves, your pinky kind of just hangs out. Placing your pinky
on top of the pinky ring keeps your hand in a better position for pressing valves quickly and
avoiding finger pain from a pinky that curls under. Your left hand thumb goes through the ring.
Third Valve Ring â€” The third valve ring fits the pinky of your left hand inside. This ring is often
adjustable to fit your hand size perfectly. To find the proper spot for the ring, hold the trumpet in
playing position as naturally as you can. Adjust the ring to match where your pinky naturally
goes. Like the first valve ring, the third valve ring also helps with playing in tune. As you play
using the third valve, some notes are out of tune. By using your pinky to push the third valve
slide see below in and out you can find the right pitch. The following video offers a more
in-depth explanation of why using the rings to tune your trumpet notes are important. The bell
of the trumpet is where the air and vibration come out. It may seem odd, but the bell is rarely
ever made with the rest of the trumpet. Often, the bell is shaped as a separate piece and later
soldered on to the body of the trumpet. Bells can come in different sizes that affect the sound.
Large bells actually create a more mellow and rich sound. Smaller bells result in a brighter,
more piercing sound. The bell is a good sized piece of metal, and this makes it harder to hold up
over long periods. Many companies opt to make the bell out of a lighter alloy like yellow brass
to compensate for this. Pro-tip: The bell is the most easily damaged part of the instrument, so
be careful! If it is dented, it may not actually be a big deal. This is the little slide attached to your
first valve. There is often a ring or trigger attached to this where your left thumb goes. As you
play certain notes, you can adjust to tuning of the notes by moving the slide in and out. This is
the little slide attached to your second valve. This is the longer slide attached to your third
valve. Often it comes with an adjustable pinky ring on top. This slide needs to most adjusting to
keep the notes in tune. See the above ring section for a video on why moving this slide is
important. Pro-tip: Take care of your slides by taking them out and rubbing slide grease on
them at least once a week. Make sure when you pull the slide out you also push down its
matching valve. Moving the slide in and out affects the tuning of the entire instrument. There are
many reasons your trumpet may be out of tune overall. Reasons for needing to check your
tuning can include:. Pro-tip: With all slides and tuning. Moving the slide out makes the sound go
lower in pitch while moving the slide in makes the pitch go higher. This happens as a normal
part of playing due to the saliva from your buzzing and condensation from the hot air you blow.
To use a water key, angle your trumpet slightly down and press the water key attached to your
main tuning slide and blow. Repeat with the water key attached to your third valve, but make
sure you also press the third valve while you blow. Pro-tip: If you notice a crackli
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ng sound while you play, this is a sign you need to use your water keys. So there you have it. If
middle school students can understand the parts of a trumpet, you can too. Now that you know
a bit more about this instrument you can always use this information when you go to buy a new
trumpet. If you are wondering now what the best beginner trumpet to buy, check out this article.
Otherwise, go to practice and have fun! On the other hand, if you are more an intermediate to
advance level player, you may read this article covering the trumpet brands or this one which
explains great trumpets for playing jazz. One of the trumpet brands I really like and recommend
is Yamaha and more, in particular, the Yamaha series. Let me tell you that after reading this
post, you probably know more than a majority of trumpet players out there. To expand your
horizon, you can read this article to understand better what are the different types of trumpets.
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